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was sending messages and emails to its users asking them to
verify their account or billing information [2]. The
Anti-phishing Working Group (APWG), saddled with the
task of analysing all reported phishing activities from its
member institutions defined Phishing as ―a crime employing
both social engineering (SE) and technical subterfuge to steal
consumers‘ personal identity data and financial account
credentials‖[3]. Overtime this attack has gotten more
sophisticated not with so much technology to execute but
breadth of SE to lure targets into compromise. Social
engineering is dependent on human interaction and works at
tricking the human psychology to get them to do some certain
unacceptable actions such as disclosing their pin or
passwords. The human behaviour and user orientation has
largely contributed to the successes of SE tricks. SE also
takes advantage of the human lack of knowledge in security
matters [4]. It is seen by other researchers as a science that
uses social interaction as a way to persuade individuals or an
organisation to act on a request using a computer related
entity [5]. Reviewing other past work on human behaviour,
[6] related the inability of participants to pay attention to
security indicators of websites even after gaining little
awareness. Such and much older works of [7] have shown
phishing success due to human behaviours which has
inevitably put man as the weakest link to the security chain. It
is likewise noted that the Nigerian spammers with an old
known tale of a prince who needs ten million out of his country have also grown executing more sophisticated phishing
attacks using social engineering says Sjouwerman CEO of
KnowBe4 [8]. These Nigerian attackers without use of any
malware can pharm data from sites like LinkedIn and know
who the CEO is and carryout a more targeted attack.
This paper reviewed related literature and identified various recommendations made towards solving phishing problem. It seems phishing attack is ubiquitous across the globe
but one noticeable argument is its prevalence of some certain
attack methods in specific regions of the world. What this
paper has been able to show are factors that determine
phishing attack trend in Nigeria and calls for conscientious
effort made by research community to work in finding
solutions that deter attacks affecting populated low income
persons around the globe.
The rest of the paper is arranged in into five sections. Section two presents related findings of existing phishing
methods, approaches detection and mitigations. Section three
identifies possible phishing targets while section four
enumerates determining influences to phishing methods
deployed by attackers in the Nigerian society. Section five
gives specific example to attack scenarios emanating from

Abstract— Phishing has continued to be a tool in the hands of
the cybercriminals. APWG (Anti-Phishing Working Group)
trend report of 2020 first quarter revealed a rise in phishing
websites particularly in the month of March, taking advantage
of the COVID-19 pandemic to affect the most vulnerable of the
times. Likewise second quarter reports attackers deploying
more sophisticated measures to deceive users and having 78%
of phishing sites using SSL (Secure Socket Layer) protection.
This shows continuity in perpetration and sophistication of
phishing attacks. This paper explored recent phishing trends,
reviewed some work carried out by the research community,
identifying methods to detect and mitigate the scourge. A
particular focus was analysing the Nigerian environment
putting into considerations some of the factors that affect the
society to determine common phishing approaches used by
actors and most targeted community. Data from World Bank,
ITU (International Telecommunication Union) and Nigerian
regulatory institutions were used. The study identified Vishing
and Smishing categories as most popular attack vectors in
contrast to developed economies experiencing high incidences
reported in email and other similar mediums. This knowledge
will create better understanding to factors that can make
phishing attack types more unique to certain regions and thus
tailor researchers’ direction for finding solutions in the areas
most needed.
Index Terms—Phishing, Phishing in Nigeria, Smishing,
Social Engineering, Vishing

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent times internet security has come to be the most
crucial thing for most organisation as businesses and services
have continued to span using many forms of electronic
communication. Little wonder, the perpetration of evil has
also drifted towards that direction. Cybercriminals have constantly worked to improve their game and thereby causing
tremendous havoc to ordinary Internet user, institutions such
as Banks and its customers. Phishing is a cybercrime whereby
a user is targeted with fraudulent messages from an illegitimate source that mimics the looks and feel of a legitimate
source, in order to get valuable and confidential information
of the user. This process can be in a form of an email spoofing, counterfeit webpage, using a malware and many more
recent methods [1]. The earliest Phishing activity was linked
to the American Online (AOL) group in the early 1990s. The
group was attacked with multiple fake AOL accounts that
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Nigeria and section six concludes the paper.

tacks. This malware could be in form of ransomware, virus,
worms, bots, password stealers and more. Malwares are used
to compromise organisations network where scammers execute insidious attack on the network [16]. This malicious
malware can be software that is targeted to take advantage of
security vulnerability [17] and also used as a pre-emptive
attack for BEC when used in whaling phishing attack [18].
[19] Relates how the GandCrab ransomware is spread by use
of a word document attachment in simple and innocent looking mails. These word documents attachments when opened
download and run an executable with capability of encrypting
system files.
Ross does suggest caution be taken when dealing with attachment in mail or messages. Opening a single attachment
can affect the computer in use and network as a whole.
Industry email filters can warn off a malicious attachment if
the extension is suspicious but other measures taken can be
users‘ enlightenment to check email header and making
phone calls for further verification if source is suspicious
[16]. It is common that emails with malicious attachment can
pass through end point threat systems, a recent work by [20],
tested five webmail service providers used widely by the
public (note, names were not revealed but services were
connoted with letters S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5) . Their test was
conducted in two stages using hundred well known phishing
mails, passing twenty each to identified accounts of the
providers. The messages were ensured to have characteristics
of being a phishing mail, having phrases such as verify
account, including links, poor grammar and likes of it.
Twenty messages without links where sent in the first stage to
users account and stage two had links left in the massages and
sent to users account. It turned out that two out of the five
providers (S3 and S5) did not filter a single message of the
two stages. S1 and S4 did fairly better with 6 and 8 messages
consecutively sent to spam folder of each of the twenty
messages with links, while only 1 message each of theirs was
spammed in the first phase test. Of all the five service
providers only S2, had a good acceptable result. S2 was able
to spam 19 emails of those with links and 1 message missing,
while it spammed all 20 messages of the no links phase. This
test portrayed the realistic state of what the ordinary user
would encounter on a daily bases using some of the known
public web services available in the open domain, as such
security of phishing attacks has escalated beyond technology
to place man as the first human firewall.

II. REVIEW OF PHISHING TREND
Because phishing has been around for a while and studies
does show that it is not going to be extinguished any time
soon, this raises questions researchers and the public deserve
to be familiar with so as to strategically position themselves
to ways to overcome these attacks. What are the recent trends
used in phishing? Ross in [9] identified recent approaches
adopted by criminals to perpetuate phishing attacks around
the world and proffered ways to identify and investigate these
attacks. The writer showed examples of six methods; here we
present same trend and included two more methods (smishing
and Vishing). We examined works relating to these
categories in addition to highlighting proposed solutions for
detecting and mitigating these attacks.
A. The Money Scam
Attackers in this category try to scam users of money,
sometimes offering a small fee to entice the user to trust the
scammer and so they can later send money to scammer. Or
scammer gets confidential information of the target using
malware when the user falls victim of initiating a dialogue or
clicks on a link or attachment or submits information in a
provided link [12]. Money scam is a common attack, over the
years it has continued to evolved with many tactics and have
also transformed to other types of attack like BEC (Business
Email Compromise). One of the earliest identified in the list
of money scam is the Nigerian prince tale, who claims to have
a large sum of money to get out of Nigeria [10], [11]. A word
of caution on Money scam is for users to take note of poor
grammar in phishing emails says Ross [9], this is also widely
reported by many researchers [1], [12]. Secondly, users are
not to fall gullible for offers that look too good to be true,
which aren‘t most time [12].
B. Information scam
The attacker‘s intent is to collect confidential data from the
user and later use it for other malicious purposes. The scammer provides a link in the message to lure the target to surrender their credentials. Recently, samples of such attacks shows
the email portrayed to be from a security outfit of a reputable
organisation such as the bank. The email can claim a
compromise on user account status and will require the user
to make changes so that problem with the account can be resolved. This is becoming more difficult for users as the make
believe for integral service of securing one‘s account is also
put at risk. Users are advised not to click on links found in
emails or enter their credentials on such links whether they
believe the source is legitimate or not, rather type out known
web address of the organisation from user web browser.
Users are to take note of such strong action words that pose to
threaten or create fear and points to clues of a phishing mail
[9], [13], [14]. [15] Studies highlighted some word
characteristics used in a Phishing emails.

D. Multiple file extensions
Though similar to malware distribution, here the scammers use attachment with different file types, deceiving the
user from knowing the actual file extension of the attachment [21] shares report on how attackers use the control
panel extension (cpl.) needed for icons to be on Windows
Control Panel to successfully bypass threat controls and install other second stage payload on endpoint device.
Though this attack was commonly targeted at the South
American bank users other similar campaigns used to hide
file extensions in another is Steganography – a method that
hides file or image inside an unsuspecting file type [1]. This
complicates operations in strong defence business
environment as it becomes difficult for threats to be spotted

C. Malware distribution
Here the scammers basically want the recipient to open the
mail attachment, all with the aim of perpetuating further at-
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when employees pass around innocent looking pictures or
emails that could infiltrate the network and leave a
backdoor says Rutherford.

taxonomy of solutions in spoofed email filtering and fake
websites category. Some of these solution classifications
include; User education, Protection from phishing emails,
Link
features-LinkGuard
algorithm,
Structural
features-Support Vector Machine (SVM), Word list
features (based on machine-learning algorithm)-k-Nearest
Neighbour (k-NN), Naïve bays classifiers and Protection
from Phishing Websites that include, Black and Whitelist,
Heuristic solutions, Visual similarity methods and others.
Phishing detection methods rely on specific features of
the webpage to gather information about the status of the
page, as seen in the work carried out by [23]. Reference [24]
also identified features and classified them based on URL,
Domain Name System (DNS) and content features. They
also further categorised detection tools into 1) Education, 2)
URL Blacklist/Whitelist, 3) Heuristic Rule and 4) Machine
Learning. The researchers proposed the SHLR (Search &
Heuristic & Logistic Regression) method which uses Baidu
search engine, a rule-based detection method and logistic
regression classifier which showed to reduce false positive.
Their work [24] basically leveraged on these methods in
three folds (apart from education), the use of search tool
utilizes the search engine technology (such as Google Safe
Browsing blacklist) using the title tag as search key. This
step certified legitimacy of the WebPages and not their
phishing status yet. Further screening of search results with
heuristic rules is applied to detect complex anomalies of
phishing URL obfuscation techniques where the blacklist/whitelist method is limited in identifying zero hour attack. Rules applied included; use of hidden phishing target
words, many identification name, un-standardized naming
system, IP address used as domain name, URL having
protocol in a wrong field, Top Level Domain (TLD) in
non-domain and more. The search engine also does provide
a limited data set for the rule to analyse and results obtained
from this analysis gives machine learning method a much
better sample size to further analyse. This is able to give the
process a real-time detection capability and high accuracy
of detection, a limitation known with machine-learning
techniques when detecting phishing WebPages. The
logistic regression classifier analysed webpage features of
DNS, Whois, place of phishing vocabulary, lexical features
and HTML.
More work in this area targeted analysing structure of
hyperlinks in an ego network (adopting graph theory approach to retrieve features and linking data of a webpage
and its interconnected webpages that form the ego network)
to detect phishing websites [25]. The researchers argued the
poor reliability and inconsistency of other phishing detection methods that focus on use of surface content of the
webpages and of third party data such as WHOis, hence
they proposed the new detection technique using graph
theoretic approach. Working with a dataset of 1000 samples
used to build their classifier for phish detection, the
technique utilises deeper level features (not easily obtained
from queried webpage) to extract patterns on phishing
websites. They used 17 graph features extracted for
machine learning test and found performance of 97.8%
accuracy on C4.5, a better performance recorded for graph

E. Disguised links
Moving away from email attachment to scammers using
links, here the intent also is to capture user credentials and
use links to spread malwares. These links in messages often
times do not look suspicious but are used for redirecting
target to a different URL setup by the criminals [9].
Attackers have been successful using obscure links to
infiltrate networks and system devices. Past works by [7]
studied more of website security and its authenticity rather
than the phishing mails that lure users to these sites.
Identifying strategies used by actors in making users fall for
a successful phishing attack, numerous forms of these
websites methods were analysed by [7], [17], these
examples
include; Redirected links, Cloaked links,
Obfuscated
links,
Misleading
named
links,
Programmatically obscured links, Map links and
Homograph URLs. Users are easily deceived when they are
unable to differentiate domain names based on syntax to
know legitimate and fraudulent URL(example, www.google.com and
www.google-play-account.com) and identifying forged
email headers from legitimate ones. So also, understanding
security indicators such as the use of Secure Socket Layer
(SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS), padlock icon
within the web browser and knowing how to verify these
SSL certificates in the browsers. Attackers use phishing cue
in many ways which include visual deception that uses text,
known as ―typjacking‖ or ―homoglyph‖. Others are mimicking domain
name syntax by substituting some letters to slip the human
scrutiny (example, replacing letter ―l‖ with number 1 in
domain name www.paypa1.com). More include using
image hyperlink to mask a fraudulent site, image mimicking
windows, windows masking, placing rogue window on top
of a legitimate window and website deceptive looks and
feel that could constitutes tone of language, misspellings
and typeface. Phishers tend to use typefaces that mimic
original typeface of a website among other features [6], [7].
Dhamja et al. acknowledged that, protective indicators do
not hinder users from being phished from above mentioned
deception methods used by attackers particularly when
users lack attention in noticing security indicator and lack
attention to the absence of these security indicators. Their
findings did show that the protective indicators do not still
hinder users from being phished [7].
In combating the menace of phishing links the task becomes that of discovering ways for users to identify
fraudulent links or putting technologies in place to stop
these links since it is impractical to ask users to stop
clicking on all links in emails [22]. How does a user treat or
determine the eligibility of a link within or outside the email
message? Email authentication technologies and related
research works have been proposed by researchers and
some are now in use to authenticate email sources to stop
forging return addresses, and help track phishing domain
via domain registration [17]. Gupta, Arachchilage and
Psannis [23], build a taxonomy of phishing attacks for both
spoofed email and fake websites. They authors also build
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features compared to conventional features utilised for
similar set. Testing against SVM (Support Vector
Macnine), Naïve Bayes, C4.5 and Random Forest
classifiers, there results showed outstanding accuracy
values of performance with C4.5 and Random Forest
algorithms.
In another study similar to [23], Khonji Iraqi and Jones
[26] carried out an in-depth survey of phishing literature,
identifying attack categories and analysing some
anti-phishing software approaches. This study considered
detection accuracy in respect to zero-day achievement and
rate of low false positive as criteria for measurement. They
researchers also classified software detection solutions into
Blacklists, Rule-based heuristic, visual similarity and Machine-based classifiers. Their findings revealed a higher
accuracy of phish detection amongst Machine-Learning
based methods compared to the rule-based heuristic methods. Due to the draw backs of each of the other methods,
such as inability of Blacklists technique in addressing
zero-hour attacks, heuristic technique though able to
achieve zero hour detection test has a tendency of producing
high FP(false positives), likewise the visual similarity test
techniques do give high FP as well as high computational
cost. Based on these findings, the researchers suggested an
approach that takes advantage of the helpful attributes of
these techniques to produce an effective result in large
classifiers, for example taking in an output of some
classifiers to be used as input of another classifier. This suggestion could be seen applied in the work of [24] discussed
above.
A more recent work by [27], investigated the properties
that machine learning technique use for the detection of
malicious URL. This includes features used for classification, and the writers grouped the features into Blacklist,
Lexical, Host-based, Content-based and others such as
Context and Popularity features. These features are studied
and quality features are selected for prediction model
(quality of feature representation does affect quality of URL
prediction model testing). The researchers also analysed
learning algorithms used and categorised them into Batch
learning algorithms, Online learning algorithms,
Representation learning and others. These categories make
up some of the most used algorithms in detection systems.
A basic process in machine learning performs the task of
extracting features from URL (URL crawling of relevant
information e.g. lexical information such as length of URL,
words used on the URL and more). Other extractions are
host-based information such as WHOIS information, IP
address, location and more. After extract, features are
formatted and stored into a numerical vector and passed
through machine learning algorithm (for learning the
prediction). Often the numerical data can be used as fetched
or stored as Bag-of-words (a dictionary made of words that
appear in a URL and used as a feature) approach. Sahoo,
Liu and Hoi‘s work reviewed limitations of blacklist
technique thereby presenting machine learning techniques
for Malicious URL Detection. Their work reviewed
machine learning techniques already in use and they
proposed systematic formulation of Malicious URL for

machine learning approach as well as addressing feature
representation and designing new algorithms. Concluding,
the researchers identified some design principles required
for developing a Malicious URL Detection as a service,
which considers accuracy, speed of detection, scalability,
adaptation and flexibility. Notable challenges identified by
[27] despite success recorded in the area of machine
learning of Malicious URL detection include, effective data
sampling with efficient algorithms, ways to get labelled
data or new ways in using unsupervised learning,
challenges in feature collection used for creating training
datasets, issue of feature representation and high
dimensionality, adapting to concept drifts, interpretability
of models particularly of deep learning model, preparing for
advance adversarial attacks and more. These and many
more are examples of techniques investigated by
researchers establishing ways to counter attackers‘
revolutionised phishing methods.
F. Spear-phishing
This attack targets an individual, group of individuals or
specific organisation in order to obtain confidential or
financial data of users, heavily deploying impersonation
tactics to influence target on authenticity of the message
they receive [4], [9], [16], [23]. ―Whaling‖ attack a form of
Spear phishing attack on the other hand targets top executives of an organisation [23]. Spear phishing attack does
require attackers carrying out reconnaissance on the target
to have an effective attack, they go to all extend of
registering a deceptive domain with similar identity of a real
one to deceive victims [9]. In comparing mass phishing
against spear phishing, Aleroud and Zhou [4] showed that
the overall cost implication of a spear phishing attack is
more substantial than that of mass attack. [28] Were able to
determine the feasibility of targeted attack success by
exploiting some known ID caller applications like TrueCaller ID to get first-hand knowledge about targets name,
location, email, phone number etc. and other sources include information fetched from social networking sites.
Many researchers have shown the success of spear phishing
attacks where a victim is tricked by an identity of someone
that is familiar to them or an organisation with known
business relationship, examples of emails send with user
name instead of a generic salutation like ―Dear customer‖
has high chances of phish success. The survey [18] also
indicates how Spear Phishing is attackers most preferred
method of launching Advanced Persistent Threat (APTT)
and other Cloud computing attacks that require login
credentials. And more recently, Spear Phishing is an
identified ground setting activity for BEC attacks that
scammers use when email accounts are compromised to
steal identity [3]. An early susceptibility test conducted by
[29] showed female gender more susceptible to phishing
attacks. Other studies [30] showed spear-phishing emails
used in a training simulation tool (PhishGuru) targeted at
participants and able to make users less victims of phish
attacks if they are trained at least twice. The researchers also
found the age range 18-25 more susceptible to fall for a
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phishing attack. A study by [31] examined the susceptibility
of most rational personality class of persons (conscientious)
by sending targeted messages with conscientiousness and
known phishing cues to participants. Despite high level of
personality traits, the results showed 62% of participants
clicked on phishing link, invariably implying emotional
tendencies can rule rationality in decision making points,
and hence a need for custom defences with specific designs
needed. Because spear phishing attacks are not easy to
detect, neither is user level of technicality an exception,
user training has been proposed by most researchers [24],
[26], [32].

include DMARC (Domain-based Message Authentication,
Reporting & Conformance) but expert warn of a no fit all
solution currently in the market [8], [34].
H. Smishing
This phishing method got its name from the acronym created for text messaging service SMS which means Short
Message Service. The attacks is perpetuated with criminals
sending text messages to mobile phone lines with a likely
instance of claiming to be someone the target personally
knows or does business with, such as the Bank or offers for
some services and freebees. In another case the criminals
will send messages about the targets identity being
compromised and asked the target to supply vital information to that effect to solve the problem. This message will
indicate a website or link directing the target to go along to
give in the information they required [35]. Reference [36]
reported how messages in a smishing text also contained
notable signs of phishing bait or threat sent to the target,
examples of such phrases include, call a number, click a
link and other request to pass confidential information or
install malicious software unknown to the target. [37]
Advices victims to report to cell phone carriers when they
receive phishing text, which the carrier can identify if the
text message was sent from an email or a cell phone. In a
study conducted by [38], investigating SMS fraud in
Pakistan revealed the rural area most vulnerable to SMS
fraud attacks. The researchers used an application to
categorise messages received from participants and further
use a simple classifier to labelled messages as spam, ok and
fraud, based on some identified fraud vocabulary. The study
showed that applying some level of filtering from Telco
companies can reduce the amount of fraudulent messages
that citizens receive [38]. Smishing attack is gaining more
populace even though a survey in [39] showed more
awareness of vishing attacks compared to smishing. But
just like phishing email attacks, detection mechanisms for
smishing can yield more results when message context is
used in contrasts to vishing attack.

G. BEC
Most BEC/EAC (Business Email Compromise and
Email Account Compromise) attacks will demand a wire
transfer from the victim [9]. BEC attack a next level of
spear-phishing attack is carried out by the target lured to
respond to an email and thereby set a ground for conversation. The scammer goes after individuals (in organisations)
who handle huge finances and sends them emails using an
account that has been compromised or spoofed [3]. BEC
attacks have shown to be successful without the target
clicking on a URL but merely acting to fool the target to
execute a wire transfer or give out confidential information
[9]. Reference [3] report for first quarter 2020 had 66%
BEC cash-out method on Gift Cards, 18% for Direct Debits
and 16% for Payroll Diversion. Gift cards has had much
success, due to the nature of the amount of money involved,
small amount requested could go unnoticed thus having a
greater use. Likewise BEC wire transfer has also recorded
one of the highest cybercrime losses with a first quarter attempt made for the sum of $976,522 [3] and a total of BEC
losses amounting to more than $1.7 billion in 2019 [33].
Instances of attacks reported to [33] included cases of victims receiving instruction from a compromised
management staff ID requesting a (lower level) staff to
make gift card purchase for some work related reason and
thereafter the scammer makes use of it. Or in the case of a
wire transfer, an email coming from the CFO, can instruct a
staff to carry out a transaction with the guise that he (the
CFO) is held up on some reasons and is unable to make the
transaction at that point[Ever-changing face]. Where does
the scammer know who to impersonate? LinkedIn tells the
attacker who is who in the organization with their various
job schedules [8].
Email of a BEC attack is not any different from an
everyday email; it is simple and has properties of a real account thereby making it difficult for email defence systems
to detect such attacks. Individuals (organisations) are
encouraged to have a policy that allow measures such as
phone call verification before carrying out wire transfers
(not with contacts supplied in emails), more than one
person authorisation of wire-transfer [9]. Since old school
security training does not work, organizations are advised to
train using simulated phishing attacks and testing users
performance and susceptibility says industry experts,
thereby producing a ‗human firewall‘ on-top its defence.
Tools suggested for authenticating sources of emails

I. Vishing
The vishing word is a blend of the words ―Voice‖ and
―phishing‖. The same as phishing except the attack uses
voice technology. The attack aims at getting the target to
provide confidential information over the phone [40], most
demanded data are credit card details, birthdays, social
security numbers, passport numbers, account numbers and
account PINs, to mention but a few [41]. Vishing attack can
be conducted in any of the following scenarios, using a
voice message, automated voice simulation technology
(and speech synthesis) or direct call as seen nowadays [40].
Examples of such ploy could have the criminal spoofing a
Caller ID of a legitimate institution like the bank and the
caller asking the potential victim to call a certain number to
clear a suspicious activity that might have taken place in
their account. Early vishing attacks were common on the
VoIP networks, it is used because the operation on VoIP
can be connected and disconnected in a short given time, it
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can either connect or disconnect on a computer wherever in
the world and a decrease in cost of making a call was
another advantage [41]. Other attractive reason for vishing
include attackers ability to, obfuscate real source of calls by
use of proxies to send traffic anywhere, knowing how to
spoof a Caller ID credential of company and more [41].
Vishing attack is not restricted to VoIP technology alone;
recently other voice technologies such as the cellular
network have also been deployed to phish users. Ways used
by phishers to execute this attack include, Internet email,
mobile text messaging, Voicemail and live telephone call
[41]. Each of the mentioned can be a vector in itself for a
full launch of phishing attack but can also be a pre attack
vector for vishing to be successfully accomplished. The
following are common examples of vishing attack
categories reported by victims, Bank account or credit card
compromise, Telemarketing (unsolicited investment deals),
social security scam, Tax scam (IRS for US), Tech support,
freebees offers and many more [40], [42].
Attackers gather Caller IDs available on the internet and
sound like staff of a legitimate company, thereby luring the
customers to reveal confidential data. Innocent people have
parted with large sums due to these attacks, a case of a
woman is told in [36] who parted with £100,000 when
fraudsters made her transfer her entire money into their account claiming they were her Bank‘s fraud team informing
her of a compromise on her account and demanding she
makes the transfer to a new account opened in her name to
sort the problem. The security group [43] have blogged
samples of vishing latest schemes reported by victims who
had spoofed direct calls, automated and a hybrid of both.
Just like the case of phishing emails, these vishing attacks
are crafted with degree of urgency pressed on the victim.
The writer indicates 800-numbers of big technological
companies are being polluted on popular search engines
with spoofed versions of customer support of these companies [43]. There are a number of identified reasons why
vishing can be the most exploitable phishing attack, two of
which is it does permit high level of personalisation that
allows social engineering to occur and ability of a wider
population to be reached through phone call rather than
email system [41].
Much work has been done in respect to attacks on VoIP
technology. While early works of [44], demonstrated a requirement of callee feedback to determine the call as spam.
[45] On the contrary build detection on some characteristics
of call such as day, time of call and duration of call to
streamline call behaviour and were able to detect bulk spam
calls. Though there are not much literature in specific attacks of smishing and vishing, some efforts have been made
by researchers. A model proposed by [39], detects vishing
attack by analysing technical vulnerability of mobile systems, psychological states of emotions and attack script as
well as sensitivity of data requested by attacker. But this
model works relying heavily on targets awareness to ploys
and scripts played by phishers, as well as soundness with
technology of device. Detection systems as that presented
by [46], monitors activities that attacker make victims do
during a telephone vishing conversation. Attackers lure and

mandate victims to carry out transaction and other operations in an unusual manner sensed to detect as being under
duress. The systems detects if movement exhibited by the
victim are in any form of an earlier known pattern of
vishing attack (referred to as the ‗playbook‘). The system
senses the victim being under pressure with unusual data
entry pace, typographical error pace, changes to victim‘s
unique posture, changes to device orientation and many
other irregularities that would be detected. [28] Showed
how vishing attack among other related attacks can be
conducted via voice, SMS and OTT ((over-the-top)
applications like WhatsApp) against 722, 696 users taking
advantage of applications like Truecaller and other social
networking applications to retrieve targets data and
connected network data. Because of poor verification
process with Truecaller, the researchers showed how fake
true caller registration and Caller ID spoofing can elevate
the chances of an attacker appearing legit when vishing
targets.
III. PHISHING TARGET
Data theft, financial gain, political war has been some of
the identified reasons to why phishing attacks are being
conducted by criminals. It is of interest to note that financial
gain weighs as a global force particularly among individuals
or acting criminal groups. Cybercrime actors even when
found acting for other reasons like identity hiding, also sell
their cyber loots in the dark web market [26].
In terms of impact, the banking and financial institutions
have over the past years fallen as the most targeted sector in
general cybercrime, and recently still trending among the
most hit institutions. Phishing attacks in particular, have
also reflected these same readings. The graph in figure 1
shows financial institution as the second most-targeted in
first

Figure 1: Most-Targeted Phishing Sectors, 2Q2020
–Source [47]
quarter and second quarter of 2020 report [3], [4], [7], while
SAAS (Software As A Service) and Webmail top the targets. It is known that webmail services are a lucrative platform used by attackers to direct their phishing attacks so as
to exploit other services in the categories listed [20].
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Reference [33] Consistently reports losses incurred for
various types of cyber-attack. The year 2019 alone, the
organisation recorded 3.5 billion dollars of victim losses of
over 340,000 complaints received per year average for the
last five years. And in an all crime type victim table,
Phishing, Vishing, Smishing and Pharming topped the table
with a total number of victim loss of $57,836,379 [33]. In a
study by [39], the researchers were able to establish the
consequences of vishing attacks to financial loss and loss of
data. The state of Brazil has experienced the highest attack
on Banks and financial Institutions from last quarter of
2019 to first quarter of 2020. Likewise, financial sector
companies have been the prey to hosted phishing domains
in this year‘s first quarter [3]. This will mean that most
cybercriminal activities like phishing are mostly driven for
financial motive. We can then infer that financial sector and
financial gain stands as the most targeted and most
stipulated motive.
Therefore, any representation of
individuals or cooperate institutions with any form of
financial activity are attractive to criminals, and any form of
online financial activity is attractive for cybercrime.
Premise: All financial account holders or active Internet
participants are targets to phishing attack.

Nigeria is the most populated African country and 7th
largest in the world [50]. The chart shows Nigeria with a
population three times bigger than the next populated
country to her. In identifying phishing attack trend within
Nigeria, it is important to recognize methods deployed by
criminals to perpetuate attacks; therefore a number of factors are discussed below.
A. Nigeria’s Population with Internet inclusion
Number Africa is the least region with use of the Internet.
The 2020 Report of UN E-Government Development Index
(EGDI) (EGDI uses metrics such as provision of online
services, telecoms connection and human capability on
countries to measure e-government development activities),
survey report showed Africa with an estimate of 27% of
individuals using Internet in the region [EGDI 2020]. The
region experienced an increase of 5% from previous record
of 2017 survey [51].
Nigeria‘s local statistics of Internet users as at 2020 is
99.05 million, with a penetration of 46.6% of its large
population as reported by [52]. But other sources like
World Development Indicator data reported this as seen in
figure 3 and table 1. Altogether, the number of active
subscribers by various technologies listed for the period
(October 2019 to September 2020) is a total of 151,512,122
million [53]. Generally, Nigeria tops as an African country
ranked with high use of mobile internet traffic. Refernce
[54] Provided an estimate of mobile internet users of almost
85 million in Nigeria, indicating 14.05 million of Internet
users with traffic from non-mobile medium. These statistics
render a below average Internet participation in contrast to
its population, implying less of the population engaging in
Internet activities such as having email accounts to become
victims of phishing attacks conducted via web email
services.

IV. PHISHING ATTACKS IN NIGERIA
The world may consider Nigeria as a centre of some of
the described cybercrimes in recent times. Unfortunately,
this premise is not far reached as shown by [47]. These
criminals have damaged the country‘s reputation and as
rightly stated by [48], such actions from a little few has had
great consequences on individuals, businesses, institutions
and country as a whole. Nigeria has an estimated population
of over 200 million people [49] as at 2019, see figure 2 and
table1.

Figure 2: Country Population, Source: World Development Indicators
Table 1: Country Population
2017
2018
2019

Figure 3: Individuals using the Internet (% of population), Source: World Development Indicators
Table 2: Individuals using the Internet (% of population)
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
South
Africa
39.0
17.8
42.0
56.2
2017
39.0
17.8
42.0
56.2
2018
39.0
22.6
42.0
56.2
2019
Created from: World Development Indicators
Series: Individuals using the Internet (% of population)

29,121,471.0
29,767,108.0
30,417,856.0
Ghana
50,221,473.0
51,393,010.0
52,573,973.0
Kenya
190,873,311.0
195,874,740.0
200,963,599.0
Nigeria
57,000,451.0
57,779,622.0
58,558,270.0
South
Africa
Created from: World Development Indicators
Series: Population, total
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Premise 2: Less Nigerians have email accounts and less
Nigerians use the Internet.

Table 3: Mobile Cellular Subscription (per 100 people)
Country
2017
2018
2019

B. Telecommunication Advantage
Though, the last two decades have seen a rise in the
provision of telecommunication, other countries have
moved in a much faster pace than some. Nigeria, a country
with a large population has experienced slower growth in
telecommunication sector compared to some of its African
counterpart; see figure 4 and table 3. Refernce [48]
Compared Nigeria‘s yearly Mobile Cellular subscription
against four countries, namely, Ghana, Kenya and
South-Africa using World Bank dataset for the years 2005
to 2015. Their report showed these countries with less
population than Nigeria growing consistently higher than
Nigeria particularly Ghana and South Africa [48]. Recent
data from the same source has not revealed any changes to
Nigeria‘s pace matched with indicated countries as seen in
figure 4 and table 3. A two year record of Cellular
Subscription per 100 people has Nigeria with the list
number of subscription for the years 2017, 2018, 2019
(75.9, 88.2, 88.2 consecutively). A telecommunication
infrastructure report of [55] indicates Nigeria‘s mobile
cellular telephone subscriptions per 100 inhabitants to be
88.18 for the year 2020, stationary level of three years..
Growth in telecommunication sector invariably affects
development in other sectors of life such as education,
health, businesses and more, [55] have continued to
monitor growth with technological indictors. As at 2019,
more developing nations are seen to embrace mobile
cellular solutions as numbers of subscribers‘ increases
globally, particularly when income levels are considered in
pricing structure, with possible influence of recent ITU
expert group review of price baskets made in 2018 (low and
high consumption based on countries usage patterns) [56].
The low-income economies have shown a trend of
preferences to mobile-cellular subscription, though a large
margin exists in developed and developing countries
Internet consumption.

126.2
137.5
Ghana
85.3
96.3
Kenya
75.9
88.2
Nigeria
155.2
159.9
South Africa
Created from: World Development Indicators
Series: Mobile cellular subscriptions (per
Subscriber

134.3
103.8
88.2
165.6
100 people)

This can be traced to affordability but other factors such as
poor Internet connectivity, low-level of education, lack of
skills and absence of relevant content have notably been
attributed to this trend [56]. Where fixed telephone services
is available in the urban regions, the mobile-cellular services overrides limitations of infrastructures and thus many
developing countries have enjoyed this method of
communication alongside benefiting from universal services funds made possible from some governments, obliging service operators to give basic services at minimal price
to remote area or poor income areas. This signifies more use
of mobile cellular services as for Internet usage for most
developing African countries like Nigeria. This statistics
narrows the most popular medium of communication used
by majority of users found in countries like Nigeria. The
Global System for Mobile (GSM) Telecommunication
technology has the highest share of service rendered in
Nigeria [57], [58].
Premise 3: Larger population of Nigerians have access to
GSM communication network, as such enjoy calls and SMS
services that are used by criminals to perpetuate smishing
and vishing attacks.
C. Banking Inclusion
Users become vulnerable to attacks when engaged in
online activities, interaction with financial service
providers and institutions because phishing actors attack
targets for monetary reasons, impersonation and many more
as seen in section 3. The Nigerian financial inclusion rate is
still growing while efforts are being made by the
government and stakeholders to meet the global
recommendations required to foster growth. Nigeria is
committed to achieving set objectives and targets an
inclusion rate of 80% by 2020, a shift from its past data of
2016 which had 41.6% of adult population financially
excluded of its 96.4 million population. And of 58.4% that
is included, only 36.9million is banked [59]. Analysing
these figures gives a picture of the size of most targeted
sectors of phishing attacks like the banks. Where data is
easily available, the number of bank customers opting for
SMS or email for preferred communication method can
further reveal insight to most targeted category of banked
customers. Bank holders are more likely to fall for phishing
attacks, we can assume over 36.9 million persons receive
messages/calls from their Bank regarding their account and
may be susceptible to fall for any phishing message/call
placed to them concerning their account.

Figure 4: Mobile Cellular Subscription (per 100 people),
Source: World Development Indicator
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Premise 4: Bank account holders are a good target for
phishing and more likely to be targeted via SMS messages
and phone calls.
V. SMISHING AND VISHING IN NIGERIA
Availability of data emanating from Nigeria to this threat
has been difficult to access for this survey but some Internet
media have identified and reported cases of vishing and
smishing attacks. In Nigeria vishing and smishing which is
a form of phishing attack is punishable under Section 32 of
the Cybercrime Act of 2015. Other financial crimes laws
like the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission act of
2004 and Advance Fee Fraud and Related Offences Act
2006 have served its purpose in handling fraud related
cybercrimes [60], [61].
In a survey conducted by [62], while examining
e-banking fraud prevention and its detection in Nigerian
banks, the researchers identified vishing and smishing
amongst other methods used for perpetuating e-banking
frauds in Nigerian banks. Nigeria was not left alone with the
high numbers of COVID-19 phishing messages received by
phone users. This constituted messages with all kinds of
offers, particularly government offers as palliatives to
entice vulnerable persons needing assistance as result of the
pandemic. Figure 5 is an example of such messages. In an
NCC related smishing message, the regulator intervened
and cautioned the public on attackers offer of free Internet
bundle as a stay at home package of COVID-19 and warned
of visiting the fake URL which demands victims to fill in
some
personal
data
(https://covid-19-fg-grant.blogspot.com/?=1) [63]. The
most reachable phishing data (attributed to either smishing
and vishing or phishing attack as a whole) is that given by a
US based multinational cybersecurity company which
monitored activities of a certain Nigerian cybercriminal
group coded ―SilverTerrier‖ for more than six years. The
group (SilverTerrier) grew with over 400 actors involved in
BEC schemes that is recognized with 51,000 thousand
malwares and 1.1 million attacks reached in 2017 [64].
Social profiles of these actors have pointed to the malwares,
tools and fraudulent domains registered by Nigerian threat
actors [10]. Though most of the victims of perpetuated
crime ranged across the globe from Middle East, Asia and
fewer numbers in Europe and North America, little or no
data has been forwarded from security agencies to losses
affecting local victims in Nigeria. An Interpol report also
linked a Nigerian actor responsible for a single victim‘s loss
of $15.4m and a worldwide loss of more than $60m in 2016
[10], other reported cases involving Nigerians is seen in
[65]. These groups have used simple tools,

Figure 5: Sample of COVID-19 Smishing Message
(Message Retrieved from author’s OTT platform)
taking advantage of social media platforms to organise their
activities. The impact of these syndicate groups is what
citizens in Nigeria have continued to receive as bombardment of phishing messages targeted at in every platform
(WhatsApp, SMS, Facebook, email, phone contact etc.).

VI. CONCLUSION
The phishing problem has seen quite a number of
investigations, proposals and working solutions put in the
market. And newer approaches using machine learning as
discovered in earlier sections have shown to have better
promising results to deterring phishing attacks. Unfortunately because no single solution has proved to have a total
elimination of phishing attacks even with most commonly
used technologies such as ant-spam, anti-virus, content filters and URL filtering, file sandboxing and secure web
gateways are ways phishing is controlled. Yet the best
security practice is when people are trained as a defence.
User education is important; they need to know about latest
phishing scams and techniques used by actors. Putting in
place comfortable policies to allow employees and users
report incidents can also position organisations to aptly deal
with rising cases. In Nigeria, security, regulatory and
non-governmental cybersecurity agencies can rise up to the
task of educating and providing the general public on phishing threats and reporting incidences that will provide
valuable data on methods and approaches attacks can be
mitigated.
This paper has tried to reflect on most recent phishing
attacks, focusing on the Nigerian environment by identifying nature and facets of tactics deployed by attackers within
its setting. Phishing is still prevalent but getting more
sophistication with BEC threats seen targeted not just at
Nigerians but more so to other parts of the world by Nigerian actors. Most common is the assault targeted through
messaging platform at mobile phone users and
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[16]

non-Smartphone users as well, affecting a great majority in
the country who will not necessarily have email accounts
based on figures seen in countries Internet growth index. An
even more generalised method is vishing which is growing
at a higher scale and also affecting a wider population of
Nigerians, taking advantage of wide coverage of GSM network across the country. More research work is needed in
the areas of smishing and vishing attacks to tailor attacks
that are targeted even to the most common remote user of
cellular and Internet networks. Detection and mitigation
solutions for smishing and vishing are very much needed to
curb the annoying and misleading request thrown particularly over OTT applications, not undermining efforts from
Telecom companies as well. Future work on this paper is to
research more on the premises established here and deliver
empirical data to vishing and smishing attacks claims in
addition to an inside into threat analysis of various deployed
techniques.
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